LOCINOX LOCKS
Let’s make better fences together

Built to last!
LOCKS - SWING GATES
bolt-on

Locinox locks are the guarantee for a good operating gate. Every lock is tested extensively in order to be sure that our locks will work in all weather conditions. All the locks have a stainless steel mechanism, fit on left or right handed gates and withstand a 1000h salt spray test - equivalent to 20 years in an external environment.

LA – Standard lock
LA – Ornamental lock

LM – Mechanical Code lock
LE – Electric lock
LF – Mechanical Code lock Free Exit

KEEPS - SWING GATES
bolt-on

No lock without a keep. The keep is a combination of a Gate Stop and Receiver in one innovative package. The Keep works seamlessly with our locks to provide aesthetic beauty and long service life.

KEEP – Standard
KEEP – Ornamental
KEEP – Security
KEEP – Electric strike

Order codes
SAKLQF – Keep for square profiles
SARLQF – Keep for round profiles

Order codes
SPKZQF40 – Keep for square profiles
SPKZTK40 – Keep and counterbox for square profile

Order codes
SHKLQF – Keep for square profiles
SHRLQF – Keep for round profiles

Order codes
SE-E – Electric Strike, Fail Safe (CLOSED)
SE-R – Electric Strike, Fail Safe (OPEN)
Inserts locks with 100% stainless steel mechanism. The models can be installed on steel, aluminium or wood gates. The adjustable latch bolt in combination with the stainless steel hook (deadbolt) provides extra security.

**FORTYLOCK & KEEP**

Order codes

- **FORTYLOCK**: For profiles of 1-1/2”
- **KEEPS**: For square profiles of 1-1/2” x 1-1/23
- **SPKQF40**: For square profiles of 1-1/4” x 1-1/23

**HANDLES & COVER PLATES**

Order separately

**H-WOOD & KEEP**

Order codes

- **H-WOOD**: For profiles with a min. depth of 4”
- **KEEPS**: For 1-1/2” to 2-1/2” sections
- **SHKW**: Electric strike, Fail Secure (CLOSE)
- **SEHH**: Electric strike, Fail Secure (OPEN)

**HANDLES & COVER PLATES**

Order separately

**H-METAL & KEEP**

Order codes

- **HMETAL**: For profiles min. depth of 2-1/2”
- **HMETAL-WB**: For Hybrid welding lockbox only
- **SHKM**: For square posts 1-1/2” to 2-1/2”
- **SHWKB**: To weld into posts 2-1/2” to 1-1/2”
- **SEHE**: Electric strike, Fail Secure (CLOSE)
- **SEHR**: Electric strike, Fail Safe (OPEN)

**HANDLES & COVER PLATES**

Order separately
CHILD SAFETY – FOR PARKS AND POOLS

The Twist40 opens with a “press and twist” action which prevents the access to the pool for small children. The unique rollerbolt reduces latch resistance allowing the gate to close easier.

SWIMMING POOL LOCK – TWIST 40

✓ Stainless Steel roller bolt
✓ Only for gate profiles of 1-1/2” (16Ga)

Order codes
TWIST 40  •  Adjustable for profiles 1 - 1/2”
Compatible with Standard Keep

PANIC HARDWARE

PANIC RELEASE PUSH BAR

✓ Anodised black aluminum
✓ Order with Chain link lock or mechanical codelock for free exit
✓ Easy to install

Order codes
PUSHBAR-L  •  Pushbar length - standard 45-1/4”
(can be shortened)
PUSHBARH  •  compatible with hybrid insert locks

PUSH HANDLE SET

✓ Fits standard and free exit codelocks
✓ The 3006PUSH replaces the handles
✓ Facilitates the opening of the gate

Order codes
3006-PUSH  •  Push handle set in aluminum
Follower length 3-15/16”
TOOL CASE WITH DRILLFIX JIG FOR LOCKS AND KEEPS

This jig is designed to self-center on square or round posts, and guarantees perfect alignment. This will allow you to easily drill the 4-hole pattern for the lock or the two holes necessary for the keeper.

The DrillFix comes in a sleek and sturdy case that includes all the necessary accessories to install Locinox locks and keeps.

100% Quality

- Solid stainless steel bolts
- Adjustment of the bolts up to 3/4” without removing the lockbox
- Throw of 7/8” in 1 turn of the key
- Key-operated self-latching bolt
- Easy left or right hand changing of the self-latching bolt
- Tested on a minimum of 500,000 cycles
- Mounted on the inside of the post
- Minimum Gap: - Regular Lockbox 3-3/4” - Small Lock box 3-3/8”
- Flush Mount “i”kit available
- Resists 3000 lbs holding force
- Aluminum diecast lockbox
- KTL powdercoating: 1000h salt spray resistant
- Handle in anodized aluminum or zamac
- Corrosion resistant: 1000h salt spray resistant
- Mechanism: 100% stainless steel
- Europrofile cylinder 27/27 (60% brass)
- Cylinder size independent of profile size
- Available cylinders: re-keyable KwikSet 5 pin, or Schlage 5 or 6 pin keyway

NEW TOOL CASE WITH DRILLFIX JIG FOR LOCKS AND KEEPS

DRILLFIX

Order codes

DRILLFIX

DRILLFIX 1 MOUNT DRILLFIX

DRILLFIX 2 DRILL HOLES

DRILLFIX 3 MOUNT THE LOCK

DRILLFIX 4 JOB WELL DONE

- Tool case with self-centering drilling tool
- Drill jig can be used for round and rectangular profiles from 30 up to 76 mm (1-1/4” up to 3”)
- Useful for installation of Locinox bolt-on locks and keeps in 4 easy steps
- Includes Locitool – 3015LA
- Includes Allen Key and positioning pin
- Designed for installing all bolt-on locks and keeps

DRILLFIX

DRILL HOLES

MOUNT THE LOCK

JOB WELL DONE

100% Quality

100% Quality
Modularity

One drilling template for all locks LA, LE, LD, LF, LM and keeps SA, SH and SM. With this interchangeability, the Locinox lock and keep give you the opportunity to offer a solution for every situation.

100% modular

1 prepared profile = a multitude of possibilities

STANDARD
22MM CYLINDER
ORNAMENTAL
ELECTRIC
TRIANGULAR HANDLE

DOUBLE CYLINDER
CHILD SAFETY
TRIANGULAR CYLINDER
ECONOMICAL
PUSH HANDLE

FREE EXIT
MECHANICAL CODE LOCK
MECHANICAL WITH PUSH HANDLE
MECHANICAL WITH PUSH BAR

INDUSTRIAL
SECURITY
POLYAMIDE

1 method of installation for all our locks and keeps:

13/16”
2-3/8”
2-3/8”
**CODEBUILDER FOR BOLT-ON LOCKS**

1. **What type of LOCK do you want?**
   - **LA** — Standard Manual
   - **LE** — Electrical
   - **LM** — Mechanical Code Lock 2 sided
   - **LF** — Mechanical Code Lock Free Exit
   - **LS** — Manual Slide Gate
   - **LL** — Mechanical Code Lock Slide Gate

2. **What type of gate FRAME do you have?**
   - **K** — Square or Rectangular
   - **R** — Round
   - **P** — Flat

3. **ADJUSTABILITY** of the latch and dead bolt
   - **Q** — 3/4” adjustability
   - **Y** — 3/8” adjustability
   - **Z** — No adjustability
   - Fits lockbox (see 5.): U2L, H2L, U3L, X1L and V2L

4. **Choose a lock that fits your GATE FRAME SIZE**
   - **1010** — Flat frames up to 3/8”
   - **2020** — Flat 1” frames
   - **3030** — Frames of 1-1/4” up to 2”
   - **4040** — Frames of 2” up to 2-1/2”
   - **5050** — Frames of 2-1/2” up to 3”

5. **Choose the type of LOCKBOX**
   - **U2L** — Standard Only for LA
   - **V2L** — 2 sided code locks Only for LM or LL
   - **X1L** — Free exit code Only for LF
   - **F2L** — Ornamental narrow Only for LA
   - **J2L** — Standard Narrow Only for LA
   - **H2L** — Ornamental Only for LA
   - **U4L** — Electric Only for LE
   - Min. insert gap: 3-3/4”

6. **What COLOR do you want?**
   - **9005** — Standard Cylinder
   - **ZILV** — Ornamental Narrow
   - Comes as a standard with: LA lock in 9005 (black), LE lock in ZILV (silver)

7. **Standard CYLINDER**, Keyed alike cylinders or Schlage / Kwikset available as separate items.
   - **VSZ** — Keyed to differ
   - **VCA** — Keyed to differ (leave blank)
   - Comes as a standard with: Lock Box U2L, H2L, U4L, X1L, V2L, LL and LS

8. **Standard HANDLE** Special handles (Storage room, Panic exit, Push paddle, ...) available upon request.
   - **FA** — Ornamental Handle
   - **M** — Standard Handle
   - **R** — Round Handle
   - **C** — Club Handle
   - **CR** — Club and Round Handle
   - **S** — Reinforced Handle
   - Comes as a standard with: LA lock in 9005 (black), LE lock in ZILV (silver)

---

**EXAMPLE CODE** for standard black lock with FA handle: **LA K Q 4040 U2L 9005 VSZ FA**
Discover all our Brochures on
www.locinoxusa.com

- Locks
- Gate Closers
- Chainlink
- Pool & Park
- Access Control
- Ornamental

LOCINOX USA LLC
460 Windy Point Drive
Glendale Heights, IL 60139

LOCINOX
Let's make better fences together

MODULARITY
All our products are designed for maximum interchangeability, for easy configuration or replacement.

TRUSTED QUALITY
Every product is tested a minimum of 500k movements.

3 YEAR WARRANTY
For all mechanical products. 2 year warranty for all electric and electronic products.

24H SHIPPING
Every order will be shipped within 24 hours.

EASE OF INSTALLATION
All our products are fast and easy to install. Even when installing on site, thanks to the Quick-Fix.

WEATHERPROOF RUSTPROOF
All Locinox products are tested in the most extreme circumstances and work in all seasons.

LEFT AND RIGHT
Every Locinox product is designed to use for both left and right handed gates.

FULL SUPPORT
Our team of fence experts are at your service for any information you might need or any question you might have.